The different concepts involved in "reversal complexity"--counting reversals (sweeps), visits to a square, or crossing sequences--are discussed for nondeterministic off-line Turing machines with one working tape and for preset Turing machines, a generalization of two-way checking automata. Restriction to finite reversals or visits or crosses yields the same family, NSPACE(log2 n), for off-line one working tape Turing machines or for two-way checking automata. For each k, a k-reversal bounded machine has the power of a nondeterministic k-head finite automaton. Finite visit preset Turing machines with working tapes selected from context-free languages yield ~. For an arbitrary bounding function T(n), a T(n) reversal or visit bound on a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine corresponds to a T(n) logs n space bound within a linear factor. However, there is no general linear speedup theorem for reversal bounds on a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine.
INTRODUCTION
One of the complexity measures studied for both general Turing machines and particular types of machines such as multipushdown store machines is the so-called reversal complexity (Fischer, 1968; Hartmanis, 1968; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1967b; Kameda and Vollmar, 1970; Baker and Book, 1974) . There are different measures which are lumped together under this term; some authors count the number of times the working tape head reverses directions, while others count the length of crossing sequences or the number of visits to a square. Although these are closely related measures, it is not immediately apparent that one gets identical families, particularly since one often lacks linear speedup theorems. Indeed, for on-line machines with one working tape, a restriction to finite reversals is strictly less powerful than a restriction to finite visits (Grcibach, 1976b) .
In this paper we study the relationships between visits, crosses, and reversals for off-line nondeterministic machines. We focus on a particular model which is a generalization of the concept of a checking automaton (Greibach, 1968) .
A checking automaton has been defined as a stack machine which once in its stack can never leave it. Equivalently it can be considered as a machine which is given its working tape in advance as some member of a fixed regular set and which has a two-way read only head on this working tape. Now we generalize this concept by allowing arbitrary languages for the choice of working tape and by allowing to machine to write on its working tape, but never leave the initial assigned space.
A preset Turing machine with base language L is a machine with a two-way read only input tape with endmarkers and a working tape whose initial contents are "preset" to be any member of L. If L is regular the machine is regularbased, while ifL is context free the machine is context-free based, and so forth. The machine is nonwriting if it is not allowed to write on its working tape. Clearly a regular-based preset Turing machine is equivalent to a nondeterministic Turing machine with a two-way input tape with endmarkers and one working tape; we shall call such a machine "off-line." If the roaching is regularbased and nonwrifing then it is equivalent to a two-way checking automaton.
We shall focus on the relations between visit, crossing sequence, and reversal bounds for such machines and space bounds on nondeterministic multitape Turing machines. Another question of interest is whether linear speedup theorems hold. Hartmanis (1968) showed that for on-line deterministic one working tape machines there is no linear speedup for "small" reversal bounds, including finite bounds. Fischer (1968) showed that on the other hand for deterministic machines with a single tape which is both input tape and working tape, linear speedup does hold for reversal complexity and that for reversal bounds at least linear, the classes of languages involved coincide with those studied by Hartmanis (1968) . These results easily generalize to the nondeterministic case. Hopcroff and Ullman (1967b) showed that in the nondeterministic single tape case a bound of T(n) on crossing sequences is equivalent to the same bound on space. Here we show that for nondeterministic machines with a twoway input tape and one working tape, there is no linear speedup for reversals, visits, and crosses~---all of which bounds are equivalent up to a linear factor. This completes the study of the nondeterministic case since, with two working tapes, a one-way input tape, and a reversal bound of 2, a nondeterministic machine has the power of an unbounded Turing machine (Baker and Book, 1974) .
In Section 2 we give formal definitions for preset Turing machines and the -carious bounds and show that for finite bounds, visits, reversals, and crosses are equivalent restrictions. Indeed, k visits on a off-line Turing machine can be simulated by k + 1 reversals on a two-way checking automaton.
Section 3 concentrates on the space complexity of finite reversal or visit bounded machines. The main result is that a nondeterministic h-reversal bounded off-line Turing machine is equal in power to a nondeterministic k-head finite state machine. Thus, regular-based finite visit or finite reversal automata accept precisely NSPACE(log~n), the class of languages accepted in log space by nondeterministic multitape Turing machines. Also, k q-2 reversals are more powerful than k so no speedup exists for finite bounds. These results generalize to other bases. For example, the class of languages accepted by finite reversal bounded context-free-based preset Turing machines is ~, the class of languages accepted by deterministic multitape Turing machines in polynomial time.
In Section 4 we extend the results to arbitrary bounds. Again we see that within a linear factor, T(n) reversals are equivalent to T(n) visits or T(n) bounded crossing sequences. The log2n trade-off between reversals and space holds in general: for any bounding function T(n), a reversal bound of T(n) on nondeterministic off-line Turing machines is equivalent in power to a space bound of T(n) log2n , within a linear factor. The linear factor is inescapable because there is no general linear speedup theorem for reversals; if T(n) is a "nice" bounding function (fully constructable in the sense of Seiferas, et al. (1973) ) and T(n q-1) ~-O(T(n)), 1 then there is a k > 1 such that kT(n) reversals are more powerful than T(n). Obviously the same hierarchy theorems hold for nondeterministic reversal bounds as for nondeterministic space bounds. For general reversal bounds it is not true that off-line Turing machines and two-way checking automata are equivalent. This is obvious for T(n) ~ n a.e. since two-way checking automata accept only context-sensitive languages (Fischer, 1969; Ibarra, 1971) . 2 Section 5 contains a summary and some further problems for study.
FINITE VISITS, REVERSALS, AND CROSSES
In this section we introduce our formal notation for preset Turing machines, finite visits, reversals and crosses, and associated languages and give the basic results equating the three bounds in the finite case.
First we define preset Turing machines and their computations. It is important to bear in mind that the concept of a preset Turing machine is only a tool, and regular-based preset Turing machines should be identified with off-line Turing machines and regular-based nonwriting preset Turing machines with two-way checking automata. DEFINITION 2.1. A preset Turing machine is a tuple M = (K, I, F, 3, qo, F, ¢, $, L) where K is a finite set of states, I is a finite input alphabet, F is a finite working alphabet, q0 in K is the initial state, F _C K is the set of final or accepting states, ¢ and $ are endmarker symbols not in F U X, L is a language contained in F + and called the base of M, and the transition function 3 maps K × 27 × F into the subsets of KK 1"×{0,1,--1} ×{0,1,--1}, K×{¢} × 1" into subsets of K × 1" × {0, 1} × {0, 1, --1}, and K × {$} × 1" into subsets of K × 1" × {0, --1} × {0, 1, --1}.3If for eachA in1`, ~ mapsK × (XW {¢, $}) × {A} into subsets of K × {A} × {0, 1, --1} × {0, 1, --1} then M is nonwriting; ifS maps K × (27u {¢, $}) × /'into subsets ofK × 1` × {0, I, --1} × {1, --1} then M is nonresting. If #~(q, a, A) ~< 1 for each q ~ K, a ~ X u {¢, $}, A ~ F, M is determinbtic. 4 Informally, (q', B, r, s) in ~(q, a, A) means that for state q, input a and working tape symbol A, M can change state to q', overprint A by B, and move the input head in direction r and the working tape head in direction s, where (as usual) 0 means no move, 1 means right, and --1 means left. We use ¢ as a left endmarker on input tapes and $ as a right endmarker and do not allow the machine to fall off the input tape. Notice that a deterministic L-based preset machine is not "really" deterministic; if L contains more than one tape, the machine has a choice of working tape for its input tape. We shall see that, under suitable conditions, this choice of working tape substitutes for a choice of action.
Computations start in the initial state with input head on the left endmarker and working tape head also leftmost, and working tape set to some string in the base. Acceptance means entry into a final state with the input head on its right endmarker (thus guaranteeing that the whole input has been read) and the working tape falling off either the right or the left of its preset tape. This is formalized in the next definition. ', y = y'Ay", a ~ 27 u {¢$} and I xa [ = i, A ~ I" and r y'AI = j, and (q', B, r, s) ~ ~(q, a, A) then we write (q, ¢w$,y, i,j) ~-(q', ¢w$,y'By", i + r,j + s) . We let ~-denote the transitive reflexive closure of the relation ~-. We call a sequence of relations among ID's/o ~--I1 ~-"" ~-In a computation if I o is initial; if I o = (q0, ¢w$, y, 1, 1) it is a computation for input w with working tape y; if I~ is accepting, it is an accepting computation, left exiting or right exiting as I~ is left exiting or right exiting. The language accepted by M is L(M) = {x a 27* ] there exists an accepting computation of M for w}. Now we define the number of visits, reversals, and crosses of a computation.
3 For a setL of symbols or strings, L* = {wl "'" w~ I n >~ 1, each wl EL} ~ {e}, where e is the empty string. The computation is k-visit bounded if no square is visited more than k times and strictly k-visit if every square is visited exactly k times; it is k-crossing bounded if no boundary is crossed more than k times and strictly k-crossing if every boundary j for 1 ~ j ~ m --1 is crossed exactly k times. A reversal occurs atI iifs t~si+ landthereisaj~i-1 such thats, =si,forj 4 1 ~ u~i, sj ~ s i , and si+ 1 = sj . The number of reversals during the computation is 1 + #{i ] a reversal occurs at Ii}.
If this number is less than or equal to k, the computation is k-reversal bounded. The computation is right touching if, for some i, s i = m. The computation is full sweep if, whenever a reversal occurs at li, st = m, or s~-= 1.
The number of reversals is set in Definition 2.3 at one more than the number of times the working head changes its direction; this is done to make the reversal bound the number of sweeps through the tape. A full sweep computation reverses only at the ends of the working tape. DEFINITION 2.4. A preset Turing Machine M is k-visit bounded (respectively, k-crossing bounded, k-reversal bounded) if, for each w in L(M), there is a k-visit bounded (respectively, k-crossing bounded, k-reversal bounded) accepting computation for w. It is strictly k-visit (respectively, strictly k-crossing, strictly k-reversal bounded) if every computation is k-visit bounded (respectively, k-crossing bounded, k-reversal bounded) and every accepting computation is strictly k-visit (respectively, is strictly k-crossing, has reversal number k). If for any k ~> 1, M is k-visit bounded (respectively, k-crossing bounded, k-reversal bounded), then M is a finite visit automaton (respectively,finite crossing automaton, finite reversal automaton) abbreviated fva (respectively, fca, fra). If every accepting computation of M is right touching, then M is right touching. If, for each w inL(M), M has an accepting full sweep computation, M is full sweep; it is strictly full sweep if every computation is full sweep. Now we can define the classes of languages accepted by these machines. The classification specifies not just the bound involved but also the family of languages to which the base language belongs. That is, if L is the base of preset Turing Affachine 2P/, then we call M "L-based" and ilL belongs to the family of languages de, we extend the notation to call M "de-based." We shall be interested in familiar families which we shall designate mnemonically: REGL, CF, RE for the families of regular, context-free, recursively enumerable languages, respectively. When we take the union over all finite bounds k, we use the designatio n FINITE. Thus: DEFINITION 2.6. For any family of languages de, and FINITE. VISIT(de) 
Sometimes one wants to restrict attention to nonwriting or deterministic machines. This is done by adding NW or DET to the family name. Instead of giving 12 more definitions, let us just give examples: k-DET'VISIT(de)is the class of languages accepted by k-visit bounded de-based deterministic machines; k-NW-CROSS(de) is the family of languages accepted by k-crossing bounded de-based nonwriting machines; DET'NW'FINITE.REVERSAL(de) is the class of languages accepted by de-based deterministic nonwriting finite reversal automata.
Our basic result for this section is that, for finite bounds, all the classes are the same--visits, reversals, or crosses, deterministic or nondeterministic, nonwriting or writing. As we have already mentioned, the term "deterministic" applied to preset Turing machines can be misleading because the machine usually has a choice of working tapes even if it has no choice of actions; this must be kept in mind.
Regular-based preset Turing machines are of particular interest. Let the term off-line Turing machine denote a nondeterministic Turing machine with a two-way read-only input tape with endmarkers and one working tape, which is infinite only to the right. We may assume that the working tape is initially blank, using some reserved symbol B for the "blank." Then such a machine M can be simulated by a preset Turing machine M' with regular base B+$. Hence a regular-based preset Turing machine is equivalent in power to an off-line Turing machine. So, k-REVERSAL(REGL) is the family of languages accepted by nondeterministic off-line Turing machines restricted to k reversals on the working tape; similar equivalences hold for k-VISIT(REGL) and k-CROSS(REGL). However, in line with our previous caveat, notice that k-DET. VISIT(REGL) cannot be identified with the family of languages accepted by deterministic off-line Turing machines restricted to k visits per working tape square.
Similar considerations apply to regular-based nonwriting preset Turing machines and checking automata with two-way input tapes. If M is a two-way checking automaton, then the set of working tapes that can ever be written on its stack forms a regular set L (Ginsburg, et al., 1967) . Also, during the phase in which M writes on its stack, it never moves left on its stack and, after this phase, it never writes nor leaves its stack; this is the "checking stack" restriction. Hence a nonwriting preset Turing machine M' with base L can simulate the first phase of M by moving right on its working tape chosen from L and checking that it has the right member of L while it imitates M. The nonwriting phase of M can be simulated directly by M'. This does not affect the number of reversals, visits, or crosses.
On the other hand, suppose 21~ is a nonwriting preset Turing machine with regular base L. Then L R, the reversal of L, is also regular. ° Checking automaton M' simulates M by first writing an arbitrary member of L R and then imitating the transitions of M backwards (i.e., left moves become right and right moves become left). This construction ups the number of reversals or visits or crosses by one. A slightly different construction does not alter the number of reversals. Thus, k-NW'REVERSAL(REGL) is the class of languages accepted by twoway checking automata which make at most k sweeps across the working tape (including the initial writing sweep). For visits, if k-VISIT CHECK is the class of languages accepted by two-way checking automata with working tape head limited to k visits per square, then we have k-VISIT CHECK _C G The reversal of a symbol a is a R = a while e R = e; reversal is extended to words by (xy) R = yRxn and to languages by L n = {w R ] w in L}. k-NW'VISIT(REGL) _C (k + 1)-VISIT CHECK and U~ k-VISIT CHECK = NW-FINITE'VISIT(REGL). Similar statements hold for crosses.
We shall use these equivalences freely in translating results on preset Turing machines to results for off-line Turing machines or checking automata.
We shall usually restrict our families of base languages to those having certain closure properties. Notice that, in the general writing case, we effectively have certain closure properties always. Suppose T is a length nonincreasing finite state transducer mapping, L is a language, and M is a preset Turing machine with base T(L). We can simulate M by a preset Turing machine M' with a base L as follows. Machine M' simulates the finite state transducer T in its finite state control. Every time it sees a symbol to the right of any seen before, it translates it using T and updates the T simulator, before simulating M. Since T is nonincreasing, M' has room to write out T(y) without leaving the space occupied by y. This simulation need not change the number of reversals, visits, or crosses. Thus, for any family of languages G ° , k-VISIT(GO) is the same as k-VISIT (nonincreasing finite state translations of members of GO). On the other hand, the operation of inverse homomorphism, which is heavily used in our results, can be length increasing. Hence we shall use only families of languages closed under finite state transductions, which is equivalent to closure under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969) ; for convenience, we also add closure under union. Families of languages with these properties are called full semiAFLs. Most of the proofs actually require only closure under inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. The families of base languages of most concern to us, such as REGL and CF, are full semiAFLs. DEFINITION 2.7. A full semiAFL is a family of languages containing at least one nonempty e-free language and closed under union, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets; a full semiAFL closed under Kleene + is a full AFL. 7
A two-way gsm is essentially a deterministic finite state transducer which can move two ways on an input tape with endmarkers and which gives output only when it reads the right-hand endmarker in a final state; a formal definition appears in (Abo and Ullman, 1970) . We list without proof the following closure properties of our families; the necessary constructions follow the lines of ones in (Aho and Ullman, 1970) and (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1967a) .
PROPOSITION. Let GO be a full semiAFL.
(1) Each of the families defined in Definitions 2.5 and 2.6 is closed under union, reversal, and inverse two-way gsm; the same is true of the nonwriting variants.
A language is e-free if it does not contain the empty word e. Kleene + is the operation taking a language L into L + = LL* = {wl "" w~ [ n ~> 1, each wi eL}. Now we want to show that, for a full semiAFL ~, all of the classes defined in Definition 2.5 are really the same.
First, we go from crosses to visits with no change in bound. Clearly, the only reason a k-crossing bounded machine might not be k-vislt bounded is that it might rest for a while on some working tape square while it moved the input head. A nonresting k-crossing bounded automaton would necessarily be k-visit bounded. So the idea is to pad out the working tape with dummy symbols and thus force the machine to be nonresting; at the same time we shall impose the right touching condition for future convenience. Since full semiAFLs are closed under regular substitution and addition of endmarkers Greibach, 1969, 1970) , Lz is in ~f. We shall use L 2 as the base of M.
The B's are dummy symbols which are never overprinted and serve as padding. The working tape, except for the endmarker X, can be divided into segments of the form A1B~CB~A2 , A I , A s ~ T' (and one segment _dlB"CB%{2). If the working head of M is moving right, then the working head of M will encounter A 1 first and regard that as the symbol "really" read by M. Now if M stands still on the working tape, M moves right reading the B's, remembering in its finite state control how M is overprinting A 1 , and blocking if not enough B's are provided, and it reads C. If M finally moves its working tape head right, then M runs through any remaining B's, reads C, reads through the B's, overprints £/~ with the last symbol overprinted by M, and then inspects the square to the right of A s which should contain the next "real" symbol M reads. On the other hand, if M finally moves its working head left, M moves left through the B's and overprints A~ and finds its next "real" symbol to the left of A 1 .
8 A substitution r associates to each symbol a in a finite vocabulary 27 a language r(a). It is extended to 27* by 7(e) ~ {e} and f(xy) = 7(x) r(y) and to subsets of 27* by r(L) = {x ] By eL, x e T(y)}. It is regular if r(a) is regular for each a e Z'. (respectively, k-crossing bounded, nonwriting, deterministic) , then M is also k-visit bounded (respectively, k-crossing bounded, nonwriting, deterministic) . The next step is the complicated one, taking us from finite visit to finite reversal automata. A finite visit automaton can fail to be finite reversal because it has "local wiggles," places where it walks back and forth several times before moving up to another local wiggle; thus, we can have the number of reversals in each wiggle and the total number of visits to be bounded, but the number of reversals altogether to be unbounded. We must smooth out these wiggles by making the machine move in sweeps through the tape, simulating in each sweep some visit to each square. This is done by putting on each square a guess as to the behavior of the original machine on each visit to the square. However, as the simulating machine sweeps through the tape, it has to know which visit to a square it is enacting. This can be accomplished by encoding not only the actions on each visit but the direction from which the square was entered, using the observation that, e.g., the tth right exit from square i must be the tth left entry to square i + 1 and the next entry to i must be from the right and similarly for left exists from i + 1. The following lemma explains how to go from k visits to 3k-reversals; a different argument in the next section tightens this to k + 1 reversals. LEMMA 2.2. Let ~f be a full semiAFL. Let M be a k-visit bounded, ~f-based, nonresting, and right 
touching fva. We can construct a strictly 3k-reversal ~Lf -based strictly full sweep deterministic nonwriting fra M with L(M) = L(M).
Proof. Let M = (K, 27, T', 8, qi, F, ¢, $, L 0 with L in ~f. We can assume that E, 0, ¢, and $ are symbols not in F.
The key to this construction and to many future ones will be to encode into special symbols all the necessary information about the transitions of M while visiting a particular working tape square. These symbols will be called "sigma" symbols and their exact definition will vary from construction to construction although the general idea will be the same.
For this construction, we need two sorts of sigma symbols --left ones and right ones--corresponding to left exiting and right exiting computations. We define these new symbols to be of the form a = (d 1 , c h ,..., d,, at) with 1 ~ t ~ k, d 1 =--l, each d~{1,--1}, and each ~i = (qi, a~,At,qi', d~+l, rtsO for (q/, At+l, ri, st) in 3(qt, al, Ai); we also require that dr+ 1 = sl for 1 ~ i t --1 and that st = --1 for left sigma symbols and st = 1 for right sigma symbols. Left sigma symbols are meant to encode actions of M on up to k visits to a square during a left exiting computation and right sigma symbols those during a right exiting computation. The "length" [a] of a is the number of visits to that square; since M is right touching, we can assume that [a] ~ 1. The component Di(a) tells the direction from which the square was entered during visit i (--1 for an entry from the left and 1 for an entry from the right); since M is nonresting, we have Di(cr ) ~ {--1, 1} and Ji(a) ~ {-1, 1}. Component hi(a ) gives the contents of the square during visit i (hl(a) being the symbol on the square at the start of the computation), while hi'(a ) is the symbol inscribed during the ith visit, so hi'(a ) = hi+~(a). The entry state for visit i is Q~(a) and the exit state is Qt'(a); the input symbol scanned isgi(a) and the visit results in moving the input head in direction It(~) and the working tape head in direction J~(~). The condition that D~+~(a) Jr(a) means that a right (left) exit is followed by a right (left) entry.
Call a sigma symbol a initial if QI(a) = qo, gl(a) = ¢, and each Dt(a ) = Jr(a) = l (so the first visit is in the initial state and subsequent visits enter from the right and exit to the right); final if Qt'(a) EF, and last if each Di(cr) = J~(a) = -1 (movements consistent with being the rightmost working tape square).
The working tape must encode not only the actions at each visit but also the input tape head positions because we are converting visits to reversals and must keep checking during a sweep different visits to different squares. A visit string is a string of the form Our first guess at a base language for M is ¢~-L(L1)$ U ¢¢zR(L1)$, which is clearly in 50. However, it will be more convenient to restrict the base to strings such that the first sigma symbol and the pairs of adjacent sigma symbols are consistent with an accepting computation. This can be done by a finite state machine and thus we shall still have a base in 5 °. Then 2~ will only have to check consistency of the movements of the input head. Now we must define consistency for a pair (a, a') of sigma symbols, assumed to be either both left or both right. The following conditions must hold.
The point is that the jth time M moves right from a must agree with the jth left entry to a' and similarly left exits from ~' must agree with right entries to a. We must have Ql(Cr')= Q/(a) and Q%_l+l(a') = Qj,(a), 2 ~< p ~ u to ensure that M enters the square encoded by c/ in the state it leaves the square encoded by a; similarly, we must have Qj,+~(a) = Q~,,(a') for 1 <~p<~v.
It should be evident that a finite state acceptor can check (a, c/) for consistency.
Thus 50 will contain the language L2,L consisting of all strings Cy~ "" y,~$, with each y~ a visit string with S(y~) c F z , n(y~, 1) = 1, S(y~) initial and final, S(y~n) last, and, for 1 ~< i ~< m --1, (S(y~), S(y¢+a)) consistent, and h(y~"'y,~) = hl(S(ya) ) "" hl(S(y,~))~L 1 . We can define L2,R similarly--the only differences being that each S(y~) is in F R and S(y~), rather than S(y~), is final, and we start with ¢¢. . '.h,,(S(y,,) ). During computation.C, Mis supposed to make exactly [S(yi) ] visits to the ith working tape square. On the jth visit, the square i is entered from direction Dj(S(yi)), the contents of the square are h~(S(yi)), the input head is supposed to be on the input square n(y i ,j) with contents g~(S(yi)), and the action described in the 2jth component of S(yi) is performed, Since y is in L2. L , we know that all this is consistent except the input head positions and input symbol scanned. First M checks that each visit string in y is proper and input consistent with x. This can be done in at most k sweeps through y, one for each potential visit, and at the same time M can verify that the computation ends with the input head
, n(yt, [S(yl) ] + I[s(~l)l(S(yl))) = I ¢x$ I.

It remains to check that the links are correct--that the input head positions in
Yi and Y~+I agree with the input head motions for transfers between i and i + 1 as listed in S(y~) and S(y~+~). This is done up to k left-to-right sweeps and up to If all checks succeed, 2~r makes sure it has completed 3k sweeps (any unused ones can be "dummy" motions) and then halts and accepts. If any check fails, M completes 3k sweeps and halts and rejects. |
We can now state the general result.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, be a full semiAFL.
(
Proof.
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 show that k-CROSS(~ ~°) _C k-VISIT(X,) _C 3k-DET'NW'REVERSAL(X,). Obviously k-REVERSAL(X,) _C k-CROSS(X,).
This establishes (1) and the containments of (2a) and (2b). Now let us examine the equality in (2a).
By Corollary 2.1.1, it suffices to consider only nonresting and right touching fva. Notice that the construction in the proof of Lemma 2.2 can be adapted to convert a k-visit bounded nonresting and right touching X,-based fva M into a strictly k-visit ~-based nonwriting deterministic fva M (which, however, may not be nonresting). If M is to be visit rather than reversal bounded, there is no need to encode the input head positions into the working tape. The sets I" L and -PR are defined as before, as is the concept of consistency of a pair (% , %) of sigma symbols. Now we define rL ( This time, M on input ¢w$ and working tape a i '" a~ will simulate the behavior of 21dr during the computation on input ¢w$ and working tape hi (a 1 "" am) directed by the instructions in the a t . We need only show that the simulating machine M can figure out by inspecting a t , without writing on the working tape, which visit M is paying to square i. Obviously, M knows intially that it is paying its first visit to square 1. Suppose M knows that it is paying its rth visit to square i. Suppose a i tells lIl that the rth visit results in a move right to i -[-1. From cr i , the machine can figure that this is, say, the jth right move to i -F-1. Now moving right to ai+ i , M has a record of the direction from which i -k 1 was entered on each visit and so can compute that the j'th entry to ai+ i from the s. A, GREIBACH left occurred during the sth visit to square i + 1; thus it now knows that it is simulating the sth visit to i + 1. A similar argument applies if the rth visit to square i resulted instead in a move left to i --1. So M can keep track of its visits and check that the input head is reading the proper input symbol as directed by ai. When M knows that M is paying its last visit to i and that visit is not the kth, it simply stands still on i enough time units to yield exactly k visits to i.
Thus, we can establish the equality in (2a). The construction to establish the equality in (2b) is even simpler since the simulating machine can always record in its finite state control exactly how many reversals have been made and encode the actions for square i by the number of reversals rather than the number of visits. The first equality in (2c) is obtained by first applying Corollary 2.1.1 to ensure that a k-crossing bounded fca is nonresting and right touching, and then using the construction sketched above to get a k-crossing bounded nonwriting deterministic £e-based fca.
Finally, we consider the second equality in (2c). Lemma 2.1 yields k-CROSS(~ °) C k-VISIT(5¢) so, using (2a) and the first part of (2c), it suffices to show that k-DET'NW-VISIT(~q °) is contained in k-CROSS(~). A k-visit bounded computation can fail to be k-crossing bounded only if it contains bounces. A right bounce at square i is a sequence of moves from i to i + 1 and then directly back to i, while a left bounce at i takes the working head from i to i --1 and then back to i. If a right bounce at square i is eventually followed by a left bounce at square i + 1, then three visits to i and three visits to i + 1 can nevertheless participate in four crossings of the boundary between i and i + 1 while, in a double bounce, e.g., i to i -:-1 to i to i + 1, two visits apiece to i and i + 1 correspond to three crossings of the boundary. The solution is to eliminate the bounces, possibly at the cost of increasing the visit number. The working tape can be recoded so that each square now encodes the former contents of its left and right neighbors (e.g., A1A2A~A 4 becomes (A1, A2)(A~, A2, A3)(Az, A3, A4)(A3, A4)); we can assume that our machine is nonwriting so there is no problem maintaining this encoding. If the machine sits on square i with contents (A~_a, Ai, Ai+l) and guesses that it will perform a right bounce, it can substitute two visists to i for the visit to i + 1 and back to i; similarly for left bounces; This construction may increase the visit number but a k-visit bounded computation will now become a k-crossing bounded computation, |
SPACE COMPLEXITY OF FINITE VISIT AUTOMATA
In this section we relate finite visits to other complexity bounds. In particular, we show that FINITE'VISIT(REGL) is precisely the family of languages accepted by log space bounded nondeterministic Turing machines. We then extend the result by showing that FINITE'VISIT(CF) is the family of languages accepted by k-headed pushdown store acceptors and hence by log space bounded auxiliary pushdown store machines and so FINITE-VISIT(CF) = ~, the family of languages accepted in polynomial time by deterministic multitape Turing machines. Finally, we describe how the result can be extended to other familiar families used as bases--stacks, checking automata, and so forth--and indeed to any full semiAFL.
We shall not give formal definitions for the various classes of machines involved. The language accepted by machine M is always called L(M). By a h-head machine of type i we mean a machine with an input tape with endmarkers and h read-only heads which can move in either direction on the input tape and working tape(s) of the type specified by i; such machines start with all heads on the left-hand endmarker and accept with all heads on the right-hand endmarker.
Thus, a h-head finite state machine has only an input tape with k two-way read-only heads while a k-head pda has the same sort of input configuration plus one pushdown store as working tape. An off-line machine is a 1-head machine of appropriate type.
A bounding function T(n)
is always assumed to be a total computable function from the positive integers into the positive real numbers such that T(n) > T(n + 1) a.e. and T(n) is unbounded. If we speak of T(n) squares or steps or visits and T(n) is not an integer, we shall always mean FT(n)7 squares or steps or visits, where rT(
We say that a machine accepts in time T(n) (accepts in space T(n)) if every word w accepted by M has some accepting computation which takes no more than
Max(] w ~:, T([ w i)) steps (halts without using more than Max(l, T(n)) squares on any working tape). A T(n)-space bounded auxiliary machine of type i is an off-line machine of type i to which any number of Turing tapes are added; the type-/ tape is unbounded but the Turing tapes are space bounded by T--i.e., for input w the machine uses at most T(I w !) squares of each Turing tape.
The reader is referred to , Ibarra(1971 Ibarra( , 1973 for more details on the definitions of these machines.
We now give our notation for the classes of languages involved. The usual speedup theorems give us for k >0,
, NTIME(T(n)): NTIME(kT(n)), and DTIME(T(n)) = DTIME(kT(n)+ n) Stearns, et al., 1965; . It is known that MULTI-FA = NSPACE(logan) and that MULTI-PDA AUXPDA(log~n) = ~ (Cook, 1971) . We have not bothered to specify our auxiliary pdas as deterministic or nondeterministic as the two models are known to be equal in power (Cook, 1971) ; other auxiliary machines we shall assume to be nondeterministic. We shall now show that MULTI-FA -= FINITE" VISIT(REGL) and extend that to MULTI-PDA = FINITE-VISIT(CF). Proof. Let M = (K, X, F, 5, q0, F, ¢, $, L1) with L 1 regular. Now M will guess at a working tape y in L 1 . This guess will be made square by square and at the same time _~r will guess at the action of M on that square for each of the k sweeps. Membership in L1 will be checked in the finite state control symbol by symbol as will the consistency of M's changes of state. The k heads will be used to simulate the input head motion of M's one head during its k sweeps.
We can define the set F of sigma symbols and the various associated functions, h/, gi, Q/, etc., as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Since we have assumed M is strictly full sweep and strictly k reversal and nonwriting, we can add the following restrictions. No symbol is rewritten, so let h((r) ~-hl((r ) ..... Consistency of a pair ((r, a') of sigma symbols is defined as before except that now we know exactly which visits are left or right entries or exits. Thus, we need only require that Qi'((r) = Qi((r') for i odd and Qi'((r') = Qi(a) for i even.
hk(a )
The plan is for ]~r to guess successive (r in F, checking pairs for consistency, sending h((r) to a part of the finite state control checking for membership in L 1 and using the k heads to check that the input head positions agree for each sweep. We shall sketch the construction of M for k odd; the other case is left to the reader.
The simulation has three phases, initialize, simulate, and accept, the simulate phase consisting of a subroutine which is repeated over and over until the accept phase can be started. The k-head finite automaton M keeps a "register" in its finite state control for its current guess at (r in P as well as a section which simulates a finite state machine accepting L 1 and can be called an "Ll-aceeptor." The input of 3I is x.
(1) Initialize. To start, head 1 is on the left endmarker while the other heads are moved in pairs to any random locations, heads 2i and 2i + 1 being moved in synchronism to the same location, for 2 ~ 2i <~ k --1. Then M sets the L~-acceptor to its initial condition and guesses any initial a in _P and places this sigma symbol in its register.
(2) Simulate. At the start of this subroutine, M has some a in its register. It tries to perform these steps in order, halting and rejecting if any one fails.
(a) It checks that the symbols read by all its k heads agree with (r--i.e., that head i is readinggi((r), 1 ~< i ~< k.
(b) It uses h((r) as the next input to the L~acceptor which is correspondingly updated.
(c) It moves each head 2i + 1, 1 ~< 2i @ 1 ~< k as directed by e--that is, from current position n~i+l to n2i+l + I2i+~(~).
(d) For each head 2i, 2 <~ 2i <~ k, M randomly selects d2i e {0, 1, --1} and moves head 2i in the opposite direction, from n2~ to n2i --d2i.
(e) Now M selects any a' such that (a, a') is consistent and I~i(a') = d~i for 2 ~< 2i <~ h. Then it replaces a by a' in the register and returns to 2(a).
(3) Accept. At any point if the symbol a in the register is last and final, M can decide to enter the Accept rather than the Simulate subroutine. It checks that head i is reading gi(a), 1 <~ i ~ h, and that if head k is at position ha., then nk + I~(a) --] ¢x$]. Then it checks whether heads 2i --1 and 2i coincide, 1 ~< 2i--1 ~< k-1. Finally, it uses h(a) to update the L~-acceptor and verifies that theL~-acceptor is now in an accepting condition. If all this succeeds, it halts and accepts. Otherwise it blocks.
Clearly M can be built to these specifications and then will accept L(M) as desired. | Now we convert a k-head finite automaton to a k-reversal (or k-visit) regularbased machine.
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a k-head nondeterministic finite state acceptor. We can construct a k-reversal regular-based Ira 1ll with L(M) = L(M).
Proof. We can assume that M has state set K, initial state q0, final state set F, input alphabet Z', and input endmarkers ¢ and $ not in Z' and transition map 6; here (q', d 1 ,..., dk) in 3(q, a 1 ,..., ak) means that if M is in state q and reads aj with head j, 1 ~< j ~< k, it changes state to q' and moves head j in direction dj.
In this case a sigma symbol encodes one move of 34 and has the form a = (q, a~ ..... ak, q', d~ ,..., dk) for (q', ,41 .... , dk) in 8(q, al ,..., ak). Let Q(a) = q, Q'(a) = q' and D~(a) = d~-and g~(c 0 = aj for 1 ~< j ~ k. A symbol a is initial if Q(a) = q0 andgj(a) = ¢ for 1 ~<j ~ k and is final ifQ'(a) ~F. A pair of symbols (a, a') is consistent if Q'(a) = Q(a').
The key observation here is that we do not have to record input head positions; we can in each sweep independently check each head for input consistency. The base language R consists of all strings of the form y = ¢a 1 ---at$ with each a i a sigma symbol, % initial, a t final, and (a i , el+l) consistent for 1 ~ i ~< t --1.
Such a string y is j-input consistent for x if the sequence of sigma instructions dictates a proper motion of headj from left endmarker to right endmarker. Proof. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 establish (la) and together with Theorem 2.1 yield (lc) and (2) and the equality in (lb). A separate proof is needed to obtain the containment in (lb) which we shall only sketch. Start with a nonresting right touching k-visit bounded regular-based fva. Define the sigma symbols and associated functions and concepts exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we use headj to record the input head position during visit j to a square, and guess the appropriate sigma symbol; the simulating machine must check the pairs of sigma symbols for consistency, check membership of the entire string of sigma symbols in the regular base, and check the input head linkages.
The simulating (k q-1)-head nondeterministic finite state acceptor _M first guesses whether it is to simulate a right exiting or left exiting computation; in the following construction, assume all sigma symbols to be either left or right accordingly. Initially, M guesses as before any initial sigma symbol a (which must also be final if the computation is to be left exiting), places head 1 on the left endmarker and, for 2 ~ j ~ [a], places head j on any square with contents gs(a). The machine accepts whenever it has successfully guessed a last sigma symbol a (which is also final if the computation is to be right exiting) and, for 1 ~ j ~ [a], head j sits on a square with contents gj(cr), and a directs each head to $ in the next step.
Pairs of sigma symbols can be checked for consistency by a finite state acceptor. When a new sigma symbol a has been successfully guessed and the input head positions updated as described below, the machine checks that, for 1 ~ j ~ [a], headj sits on a square with contents gj(a). Only checking the input head linkages causes problems.
Suppose that, at some stage in the computation, sigma symbol a has been guessed and head j is on nj, 1 ~ j ~ k. Now M wants to guess a new sigma symbol a' such that (cr, a') is consistent. Define as before Jt < J~ < "'" < J~ as those visits to a ending in a right exit and i 1 < iz < "" < i~ as those visits to a' ending in a left exit. This defines a k-headprescription H as follows. We call such a head prescription consistent with locations n 1 ,..., nk if, whenever (r, s, d) and (r', s, d') are in H, then n r 4-d = n r, 4-d'. Now M is not allowed to guess a' as the next sigma symbol unless (~, or') is consistent and the head prescription H is consistent with the current input head locations. Using head (k 4-1), _~r can check whether H is consistent with the current input head locations and restore the first k heads to their original positions. If H is not consistent, _~r blocks; otherwise it eliminates from H one of each pair (r, s, d) and (r', s, d') and names the resulting head prescription/Q. We must show that/t is realizable; that is, M can move all its k heads as directed by/~ without losing place.
For any k-head prescription H, let and
rt(H) --{r ] there are exactly t distinct (r, s, d) in H} st(H) = {s ] there are exactly t distinct (r, s, d) in H}.
Call a k-head prescription H proper if (1) rt(H) = ¢ for t >/ 3, and (2) st(H) = ¢ for t >/-2. Notice that this implies that #r2(H ) + #rl(H ) + #r2(H ) = k = #so(H ) -Jr-•sI(H ) and #H = #rl(H ) ~-2#T2(H ) = #.,el(H ) whence (3)
#ro(H ) = #so(H) 4-#r~(H). The head prescription H just obtained is proper.
We claim that any proper k-head prescription H can be realized by using k + 1 heads. The key is condition (3). Heads in ro(H ) are "free" in the sense that their locations are not needed for the next head setup and so they can be moved around at will. Heads in so(H ) are unbound in the sense that they can be assigned at random. Heads in r2(H ) bind the next position of two heads. Condition (3) says that there are enough free heads to replace those that bind two heads and to play the role of unbound heads. First one takes any pair (r, s, d) and (r, s', d') in H and anyj in so(H ) and using head k + 1 movesj to the present location of r, at the same time replacing (r, s', d') in H by (j, s', d'). Continuing in this fashion, one ends with an equivalent proper k-head prescription H' such that r2(H' ) = ¢. Corollary 3.1.1 is a considerable improvement over Lemma 2.3 for 5~ = REGL; we shall shortly see that it can be extended to any full semiAFL. We can restate Theorem 3.1 for ordinary Turing machines and checking automata.
COROLLARY 3.1.2. The class of languages accepted by finite reversal or finite visit or finite crossing checking automata with a two-way input head is
NSPACE(log2n). COROLLARY 3.1.3. The class of languages accepted by finite reversal or finite visit or finite reversal nondeterministic off-line Turing machines is NSPACE(log2n); a k-reversal nondeterministic off-line Turing machine is equivalent to a nondeterministic k-head finite automaton.
We can also use Theorem 3.1 to show that increasing the number of reversals or visits allowed increases the power of a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine or checking automaton. Later we see that in general we have no linear speedup theorem for reversal bounds in this case.
COROLLARY 3.1.4. For eachk >~ 1, (1) k-REVERSAL(REGL) C (k + 2)-REVERSAL(REGL), (2) k-VISIT(REGL) ~ (k + 3)-VISIT(REGL).
Proof. Seiferas, et al. (1973) have shown that k-FA ~. (k -}-2)-FA. | We now observe that the techniques of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 can be applied to context-free-based finite reversal automata and multihead pdas with very little change.
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a strictly k-reversal nonwriting nonresting context-freebased fra. There is a nondeterministic k-head pushdown store automaton M with L(M) = L(M).
Proof. Let M be as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, except that L 1 is now context free instead of regular. We can start the construction of M exactly as before, building M to guess a sequence a 1 "-a m of symbols encoding a computation of M with working tape h(a 1 -. ' 
a~,) ----h(al) .'. h(a,~).
The only difference comes in discussing that part of M which functions as an "L~-acceptor." Now we must simulate not a finite state acceptor but a one-way nondeterministic pushdown store acceptor. Since we have not yet assigned any actions to the pushdown store which M is allowed to have, we can let that plus a suitable part of the finite state control of M function as the "L~-acceptor." With that modification, the proof goes through unchanged. |
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be a k-head nondeterministic pushdown store acceptor. We can construct a k-reversal context-free-based fra M with L(M) ~-L(M).
Proof. Let M be described as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 except that M has a pushdown store alphabet A and ~ maps K × (27 u {¢, $})k × (d U {e}) into K × {0, 1, --1} ~ X A*, Now (q', d 1 ,..., de, u) in S(q, al ,..., a k , A) means that in state q, input head j reading aj, 1 ~< j ~< k, and A on top of the pushdown store for d E A and empty pushdown store for d = e, M can change state to q', move input head j in direction d~, 1 ~< j ~< k and replace d on top of the store with u (write u on the store if A = e). The pushdown store starts out empty but can be in any configuration when M accepts.
We alter the definition of our sigma symbols to have the form
a=(q, a 1 .... , ak,A, q',dl,..., dk, u)
for (q', d 1 ,..., dT~ , u) in 8(q, a 1 ,..., ae, A). The same functions on a are defined as before but now we let h(a) = A, the top pushdown store symbol (or indication that the store is empty) and h'(a) = u, the pushdown store instruction applied. Our definition of an initial symbol has an extra condition h(a) = e but the definition of final symbol is unchanged as is the definition of consistent pair (a, #) and j-input consistent string, 1 ~< j ~< k. However, now we must know not only that states and input head motions line up but also that pushdown store actions are consistent and nonblocking. So we define a string a 1 --' ai of sigma symbols to be pda-consistent if starting with the pushdown store empty and applying in i --1 steps the instructions h'(al) ..... h'(ai_l) in that order then no blocks occur and at the end the top pushdown store symbol is h(ai) (or the store is empty for h(ai) = e) and the instruction h'(ai) is legal.
The key point is that the language L2 = {¢al "'" at$ [ each ai a sigma symbol, a 1 "--ai pda-consistent, 1 ~ i ~< t} is context free and the language R = {Ca 1 "'" ass I each ai a sigma symbol, a 1 initial, at final, each (ai, ai+l) consistent, 1 ~ i ~< t --1} is regular and thusL~ n R is context free. This is the base for M. Then the only action that M need take for working tape y in L 2 c~ R and input x is to check y for j-input consistency, 1 ~< j ~< h, which can be done in h sweeps through y. | Now we can summarize the results for context-free-based finite visit automata. Proof. Statements (la) and (2) Pro@ Ibarra (1973) has shown that k-PDA C (h @ 1)-PDA. | We can extend Theorem 3.1 to other families of machines and languages. Indeed, we can do this for any "reasonable" type of storage or data structure and the corresponding families of one-way nondeterministic acceptors, multihead acceptors, and log2n space bounded auxiliary acceptors. We shall not give a formal definition of reasonable storage type. Roughly speaking, we start with some class ~ of storage configurations and class J of instructions with a fixed initial storage configuration s o . The combination of a given storage configuration and a given instruction yields always either a block (illegal action) or another configuration in ~. An information function is defined on ~ to yield from each configuration either no information (a block) or some finitely describable piece 643/36/2-6 s.A. GREIBACtt of information in such a way that s o gives itself as information and nothing else yields s o as information. A class of such machines contains all the devices one can build using some set variety of input tape (one-way nondeterministic, two-way, k-head, etc.), a finite state control, and information and instructions for that class in such a way that the transition function is finite--a given device can take information so as to partition the set of tape contents into finitely many equivalence classes and only has a finite choice of actions, including storage tape instruction, input head motion, and change of state. The machine must start in s o and its initial configuration, but acceptance is by final state and input head configuration (e.g., all heads right).
Abstract examples of reasonable types of storage are those defined for AFAs (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969) and balloon automata (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1967@ Concrete examples are pushdown stores, stacks, nonerasing stacks, finite turn pdas, counters, etc. The following definitions are meant only informally. For any reasonable type of storage, ~W(~) will always be a full semiAFL. More significant is the following observation. Take any machine M of type ~--one way, two way, or multihead. Define the sigma symbols as usual, with h(er) giving the current storage information, (e.g., the top pushdown store symbol for a pushdown store or whether or not the counter is empty for a counter) and h'(er) the storage action to be taken (e.g., the string to be written on the pushdown store). Define a string cr 1 "" er~ of sigma symbols to be ~-consistent if starting with the initial storage configuration s o and applying h'(erl),..., h'(er~_~) in order causes no block, the correct storage information is then h(er;) and h'(a~) is a legal instruction at that point. Then the language L• = {¢er~ "' ~h$ I each er~ a sigma symbol, err "'" ere ~-consistent for 1 ~< i ~ t} is in ~(~). Thus, the construction in Lemma 3.4 will go through for any reasonable type of storage. Any full semiAFL can be defined as cjf(~) for some reasonable type of storage. Hence we have the desired strengthening of Lemma 2.3. We can give some corollaries for familiar families. Let SA stand for the storage type stack (a stack is a pda which can read the inside of its store without destroying it but cannot write on the inside), NESA for the nonerasing variant, CSA for checking (stack) automaton, and let STACK, NESTACK, and CHECK stand for the families of languages accepted by the corresponding classes of one-way nondeterministic acceptors. The time and space bounds in the next two corollaries come from combining Theorem 3.3 with the results of Ibarra (1971) on multihead stack machines and using the stack for temporary storage of head positions. Let ONE'COUNTER be the family of languages accepted by one-way nondeterministic one counter machines. Since a multihead one counter machine must accept in polynomial time (Greibach, 1975) and so can be simulated by a n off-line logan space bounded Turing machine, we have the following corollary. 
FINITE .VISIT(ONE .COUNTER) = NSPACE(log2n ) = FINITE.VISIT(REGL).
Now it can be shown that similar results hold for multihead regular-based finite visit automata--namely, equivalence with NSPACE(log~n)--and a finite visit regular-based preset Turing tape gives rise to a reasonable storage type, so if we let ONE'FINITE'VISIT(~e) be the family of languages accepted by ~¢-based fva restricted to one-way input head motion, we can state the following corollary. 
Proof. Ibarra (1973) notes that his results apply to any reasonable type of multihead machine, since they depend on head motions rather than storage manipulation.Thus, if for each k ~ 1 there is a k' with k --~ C k' --~, then for each k >/ 1, k --~ C (k + 2) --~. For any full semi-AFL ~, there is a reasonable type of storage ~ with L,¢(~) = ~L~ a. Thus, under the hypotheses of this corollary, k --~ = k-REVERSAL(~) C k'-REVERSAL(~) = k' --for some h'. Hence (1) and (2)follow by the usual arguments. | Observe that Corollary 3.1.4 shows that there is no linear speedup theorem for finite reversal or visit or crossing bounds on nondeterministic off-line Turing machines. Corollary 3.2.2 establishes the lack of linear speedup for context-free-based finite reversal (or visit or crossing) preset Turing machines. Corollary 3.3.6 shows that, for any full semiAFL base 54 ~, unless 5~ = FINITE-REVERSAL(~), increasing a finite reversal (or visit or crossing) bound always increases the power of an oW-based preset Turing machine.
Before we go on to discuss the generalization from finite visit bounds to arbitrary bounds, let us mention two possible generalizations which are not fruitful.
One might try to extend these notions to more than one preset Turing tape. However, every recursively enumerable language can be accepted by a one-way nondeterministic machine with two working tapes each of which are single turn, i.e., what we have called 2-reversal bounded (Baker and Book, 1974) . Thus, once we allow two working tapes, even the simplest reversal or visit bounds give us the full power of a Turing machine, even in the case of a one-way input tape.
Another related extension is to regard k-VISIT(~q °) or FINITE'VISIT(~¢) as an operator on ~ and iterate that operator. However, if ~ is closed under concatenation , k-REVERSAL(~ °) is closed under intersection; in all cases, even if ~ is not a full semiAFL, 1-VISIT(~oq ~) (or 1-REVERSAL(~q°)) must contain the closure of ~¢ under homomorphism. Thus, 1-REVERSAL(2-REVERSAL(REGL)) = RE (Baker and Book, 1974 ) and so we will not get anything interesting in this fashion by iterating 2-VISIT(~q°). By contrast, in the one-way case the correspondiing operator is idempotent on full semiAFLs. Also, Corollary 3.3.5 can be extended to show FINITE'VISIT(ONE'FINITE-VISIT(.~f)) = FINITE'VIS1T(~ cP) for any full semiAFL o,W, although ONE" FINITE'VISIT(FINITE'VISIT(REGL)) = RE =/= FINITE'VISIT(REGL)" More details appear in (Greibach, 1976b) .
ARBITRARY VISIT BOUNDS
We now extend our discussions from machines with finite bounds on the number of visits or reversals or crosses to machines with bounds which are functions of the length of the input.
First we have the obvious extension of Definition 2.4. In defining the families of languages in the finite bounds case we had two types of families, k-VISIT(~ a) and FINITE.¥ISIT(5¢) for the situation where we had a precise bound k and the situation where we took the union over all k. These two situations differed--at least for familiar families ~o such as REGL and CF--because we did not have a speedup theorem, as shown by Corollary 3.1.4. ~¢Ve have the same problem in the general visit bound case because we do not have a general linear speedup theorem--in certain cases we can do more in kT(n) reversals than in T(n) reversals (or visits or crosses). 
As we did before, we add NW to specialize to the nonwriting case and DET to specialize to the deterministic case. For example,
k-NW.VISIT( T(n), .£P) = {L(M) I M is nonwriting and ~q~-based and kT(n) reversal bounded}; k-D ET" REVERSAL( T(n), .LP) = {L(M) I M is deterministic and ~CP-based and kT(n) visit bounded}; D ET'NW'REVERSAL( T(n), ~q~)
= {L(M) [ M is deterministic, nonwriting, and S¢'-based and, for some k ) 1, M is kT(n) reversal bounded}.
Our main result will be that, in the writing case, visits, crosses, and reversals all yield the same complexity measure when we take the union over all linear multiples of the bound. For regular based machines (the general Turing machine case), T(n) reversals yield the same power as a T(n)log2n space bound; an analog holds for other bases and corresponding space bounded auxiliary machines. However, a general linear speedup theorem does not hold; for "nice" functions T(n), there is always a constant k/> 1 such that 1-REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) is properly contained in k-REVERSAL(T(n), REGL). Further, the nonwriting restriction is indeed a restriction and REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) is not necessarily equal to NW'REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) (and in fact cannot be for T(n) >/n and T(n) "nice"); nor is it clear that reversals and visits will yield the same complexity measure in the nonwriting (checking automaton) case.
These results contrast with the finite bounds case. In both cases, visits, crosses, and reversals yield the same complexity measure when we take the union over all linear multiples of the bound, although the results given are better in the finite bounds case. In both cases, for regular bases, T(n) reversals correspond to a T(n) logzn space bound. Linear speedup is also lacking in both cases.
However, the import of the nonwriting restriction varies in the two cases: FINITE.REVERSAL(REGL) = NW.FINITE.REVERSAL(REGL), but REVERSAL(n, REGL) =A NW'REVERSAL(n, REGL), for example.
Our strategy will be to run through the analogs of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, and 3.2 and examine what changes have to be made in going from finite bounds to
T(n) bounds and what these changes imply.
The analog of Lemma 2.1 is simple. In the proof of Lemma 2.1, we did not use in any way the fact that M was finite crossing bounded. Instead, we used padding to ensure that the new machine was nonresting and right touching and worked the algorithm out carefully enough to leave unchanged (or lower) the number of crosses, reversals, and visits. Thus, the same proof works in the general case and we state the result without proof. 
Thus, for any bounding function T(n), and any k ~ 1, k-CROSS(T(n), ~) C k-VISIT(T(n), St'), and k-NW.CROSS(T(n), oW) C k-NW.VISIT(T(n), oW).
The analog of Lemma 2.2 is much harder and indeed we can only show a weaker version. The problem is that, while it is certainly true that the rth right exit from square i must correspond to the rth left entry to square i + 1, without a finite bound on r this cannot be recorded in the finite state control and appears to require marking the working tape.
LEMMA 4.2. Let ~ be a full semiAFL, and T(n) be a bounding function. Let M be a T(n)-visit bounded, ~Z'-based nonresting and right touching machine. There is a 3 T(n) reversal bounded, nonresting, deterministic, ~LP-based machine M with L(M) = L(M).
Proof. Let M ~-(K, 2/, F, 8, q0, F, ¢, $, L1) with L 1 in ~. We can assume that X, E, 0, ¢, #, and $ are symbols not in F.
In the proof of Lemma 2.2 we gave M a working tape containing an encoding of the behavior of M on each of up to k visits to a square followed by two encodings of the input head positions during these visits. But without a bound on k we cannot encode the behavior on all visits with a finite number of symbols. So we alter our strategy a little.
We shall now intersperse the symbols encoding transitions of ~ and entry motions of the working tape head with the blocks in 0+E encoding the input head positions. We shall at the same insert small blocks 0E which are there to be marked off when the various links are checked. As before we shall need two copies, for links in and links out, and initially we shall not know that they are the same--it will take T(n) sweeps to check that out. Finally, the whole encoding will be enclosed in #'s to mark off the coding for one working tape square of M. This time less of the consistency checking can be put into the base language of M. Now we let our sigma symbols have the form a ----(d, q, a, A, q', B, i, j) for
de{l,--1} and (q', B, i,j) in 8(q, a, A). We can define D(a), Q(~), h(a), etc.,
similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.2 except that now only one visit is encoded.
Call a sigma block a string w ~ aOEO~EOEa, with 0 ~ the center. The process of turning 0 n to X '~ later in the computation is called center checking, turning the first 0E to XE is left checking, and the last 0E to XE is right Checking. Let n(w) = n and S(w) = or. For a string of the form w ~ #w 1 "" wtEE~ 1 "" ct, # with each w~ and wi a sigma block, let re(w) = t, n(w, i) = n(w~), and S(w, i) = S(w~); call #w I "" w~E the left half of w and E~ 1 "" ~,# the right half. Now w is a visit string if D (S(w, 1) ) ~ --1, and for all i =~ 1, h '(S(w,i--1 
)) • h(S(w,i)), and J(S(w, i-1)) = D(S(w, i)); it is left if J(S(w, t)) = -1 and right if J(S(w, t)) = 1.
Further, w is initial ifQ(S(w, 1)) = q0, n(w, 1) = 1, and J(S(w, i)) = 1 for i =/= t; it is final if Q'(S(w, t)) ~F and last if J(S(w, i)) -~ -1 for i #: t. Finally, w is proper if t = t' and w~ = ~ for 1 ~ i ~ t, and input consistent for x ifg (S(w, i) ) is the n(w, i)th symbol of ¢x$, 1 ~ i ~ t. Clearly R 1 and R~ are regular. ThenL~ : (¢ZL(L1)$ n R1) k.) (¢¢~-R(L1)~ f~ R2) is in ~LP and will be the base for M. As before, part ofL 2 will be used to simulate left exiting computations and part to simulate right exiting and M can tell the halves apart. This time let us sketch the action of M for right exiting computations.
We shall assume that M has input x and working tape y = ¢¢Yl "" Y*$ with each Yi a right visit string. Let m ~ Max ((m(yi) ] 1 <~ i <~ t}). Since M is supposed to be simulating a computation of M with input x and working tape y' ~-h(S(yt, 1)) "'" h(S(yt, 1)) and each Yi encodes the visits to square i, if the simulation succeeds m will be the maximum number of visits of M to any square of y'. Thus, we need only construct the simulation to be 3m reversal bounded on y.
The first task of M is to check in m sweeps that each Yi is proper and input consistent for x and that n (yt, m(yt)) q-I(S(yt, m(yt) 
procedure is somewhat modified. On left-to-right sweeps, M enters the first from the left sigma block in the left half ofyi which is not center checked, center checks it, and compares it with the first from the left sigma block which is not center checked in the right half of y~, which is then center checked if the two sigma blocks are equal. But on right-to-left sweeps, the right half ofy i is entered first so the first from the right sigma block which is not center checked is then center checked and compared with the first from the right sigma block in the left half which is not center checked. This continues until, after at most m sweeps, either M must halt and reject when some verification fails, or else all sigma blocks are center checked.
In the next phase, M checks the linkages between squares for consistency of input head motions, checking right moves of the working tape head on left-toright sweeps and left moves on right-to-left sweeps. Now all sigma blocks are center checked; we shall also use Yi for the string replacing Yi, since the only difference is that certain O's are now X's. In this phase, M will left check and right check the sigma blocks. On a sweep from left-to-right M enters the right half of Yi and finds the first from the left sigma block, say r, which is not left checked and has J(S(yi, r)) = 1 corresponding to a right move of the working head. This block is left checked and S(yi, r) and n(y i , r) are recorded in the finite state control and input tape head, respectively. Next M proceeds to the left half of Yi+l to find the first sigma block from the left, say block s, which is not left checked and corresponds to a left entry, i.e., D(S(yi+I, s)) = --1. It verifies that Q' (S(yi, r) ) ~ Q (S(yi+l, s) ) and that n (yi+l, s) = n(y~, r) + I(S(yi, r) ) and left checks that sigma block.
Right-to-left sweeps are similar except that the left half of Yi+l is entered from the right and so M searches for the first sigma block from the right which is not right checked and corresponds to a left move and right checks that block and then compares it with the first block from the right of the right half of Yi which is not right checked and corresponds to a right entry to square i.
Acceptance occurs if and when all links have been successfully verified. This occurs when for all (i,j), if D(S(yi ,j) ) z 1, then thejth (from the left) sigma block of the right half of y~ has been right checked and if D(S(yi, j)) z --1 then the jth sigma block of the left half of Yi has been checked and for all (i, j) (t, m(yt) ), if J(S(y~, j)) = 1 then the jth sigma block of the right half of Yi has been left checked and if J(S(yi ,j)) ~--1 then the jth block of the left half of y~ has been right checked. This situation can be recognized by a finite state machine and so can be caught in the sweep in which it occurs. Thus, M can complete its sweep and halt and accept. Clearly either this happens within 2m sweeps or ~r finds itself blocked and halts and rejects. | Combining these lemmas we have our first theorem, analogous to Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 provide the necessary inclusions except for the inclusion of k-VISIT(T(n), ~) in k-CROSS(T(n), ~).
In Theorem 2.1(2c), we established the analogous result, k-VISIT(Se) _c k-CROSS(~), by eliminating bounces and so ensuring that the new crossing number is bounded by the old visit number, although the new visit number may be altered. This idea worked computation by computation and did not depend on the existence of a finite upper bound on visits. Hence the same type of construction will convert a kT(n)-visit bounded machine into a kT(n)-crossing bounded one. However, previously we let the original machine be nonwriting to simplify the working tape coding. Here we cannot make that assumption. Initially the working tape is recoded as before. If the old machine wrote Ai in square i as B i and moved right, the new machine can rewrite (Ai_ 1 , A i , Ai+l) in square i as (Ai_ ~ , B i , Ai+l) and move right to read, say, (Ai, Ai+l, Ai+2) . If the next move rewrote Ai+ 1 as Bi+ 1 , then the new machine rewrites (A i , Ai+ 1 , Ai+2) as (Bi , Bi+ 1 , Ai+2). The third component of square i is now "wrong," but this is harmless: it can be rewritten properly the next time it is entered, since that entry must be from square i + 1. Similar considerations apply to left moves. Another system must be used to simulate bounces. Now suppose the old machine reading A i in square i had a right bounce, during which Ai+ 1 is rewritten as B~+ 1 as well as A i as B i . The new machine can rewrite the second and third component of square i as it eliminates the bounce, but it cannot rewrite the second component of square i + 1. Instead, it uses a further component and writes, e.g., (Ai_l, Bi, Bi+ 1 , bounce) . When it next enters square i + 1, necessarily from square i, it knows that the second component of that symbol should be Bi+l and it acts accordingly; as it moves into square i q-1, it eliminates the fourth component from the contents of square i. So the construction can be carried out in this case too. | Now we want to relate reversal complexity classes for regular-based preset Turing machines (i.e., for off-line one working tape Turing machines) to space bounds for off-line multitape Turing machines. In this case, since we want to use the result of Seiferas, et al. (1973) to demonstrate the lack of linear speedup, we assume that the space bounded Turing machines have a two-way read-only input tape with endmarkers and one space bounded working tape. We also need to be careful about the number of symbols our machines use. 
NSPACE,~(T(n)) ~ {L(M) ] M is an m-machine accepting in space T(n)}.
Our no speedup result will actually be proven only for certain "nice" functions; most familiar functions are "nice." The following definitions are taken from Seiferas, et al. (1973) . DEFINITION 4.5. A bounding function T(n) is fully m-constructable if there is a deterministic m-machine which halts within space T(n) for every input of length n with the string #Br~l-2# on its worktape. A function T(n) is fully constructable if it is fully m-constructable for some m.
By increasing the number of symbols we can encode multiple Turing tapes into one within the same space bounds so NSPACE(T(n)) = U~ NSPACE,~(T(n)).
We now give the analog of Lemma 3.1, taking reversal bounded regular based preset Turing machines into space bounded m-machines. Care needs to be taken to get the bounds to work properly. squares on the input tape without using extra working tape space or more than two working tape symbols (it counts down in binary until binary 0 appears, advancing the input tape one square each step).
We can define initial, last, and final visit strings much as before. 
(S(y',j)) = Q(S(y, i)) and n(y, i) = n(y',j) 4-I(S(y',j)).
Machine M will check membership in L 1 in its finite state control; as before, we call this part of the finite state control the "Ll-acceptor." Initially, the L 1-acceptor is in its initial state. The procedure will be for M first to guess and write down some initial string Yo and check it for input consistency with input x. This can easily be done within Yo squares without using any new symbols. At each input of length n, M has an accepting computation which is T(n) reversal bounded, then M has an accepting computation which is 4 +2(6 + logz(n + 2)) T(n) space bounded. By reeoding and increasing the number of symbols of M, we can ensure that M accepts L(M) within space T(n) log2n.
If we want to limit the number of symbols, more care must be taken. We want to build 37 to use at most 64 working tape symbols. Suppose #(P) = s. We can encode each sigma symbol in unary using up to s squares. The set of "small words"--in this case meaning words no longer then 2'~+S--is finite and so M can recognize them in its finite state control. So we shall consider inputs of length greater than 2 s+s.
The working tape of M will be envisioned as divided into four tracks. Track 1 will contain the successive binary encodings of T(n) head positions. Track 2 will contain the encodings of the sigma symbols plus a few other symbols which are used as dividers and as place holders when M checks off various linkages. Thus, the two tracks will encode one visit string. Tracks 3 and 4 will be similarly used to encode another visit string. We have to be a little careful in our binary encodings of the head positions. For an input of length n > 2 s+s (n ~ ] x [, not ' ¢x$ I), we want the head position encoding to take exactly rlog2n7 squares. Encoding low order rightmost, we can add leading O's as needed to make up the right length. However, we really need to encode numbers up to n + 2, allowing for the endmarkers. Let m = rlog2n 7. So we shall let 0 n encode the position of the left endmarker ¢, 0"~-11 encode the leftmost "real" input symbol and so forth; the positions Of the rightmost "real" input symbol and the right endmarker instead of EE; the last sigma block starts with E0 (unless FT(n)n ~ 1 so it is initial) and ends with EE instead of E0. Thus, E0 separates blocks while EE
indicates the left and right endmarkers. So Tracks 1 and 3 use 2 symbols and Tracks 2 and 4, 4 symbols each and thus we need only 64 symbols altogether. Since logan is certainly 3-constructable, M can with its 64 symbols lay out some number of blocks of length log2n each and inscribe in them guesses of the first two visit strings as discussed previously. Then the computation proceeds as above but with the new layout of information. Checking a visit string for input consistency takes only Track 1 (unless this is the right endmarker position which is indicated unambiguously in Track 2) and can be done with only two symbols. Checking two visit strings for consistency takes all four tracks but also can be done without extra symbols. Hence, we can build M to use only 64 symbols but still operate within the desired space bound. | s.A. GREIBACIt By contrast we find that in going from space bounds to reversal bounds the number of symbols used by the first machine affects the reversal bound by a linear factor. That is essentially why reversal bounds do not have linear speedup. For space bounds, linear speedup is bought at the price of increasing the number of symbols. For reversal bounds it can be shown that two symbols will suffice for any reversal bound. Proof. First observe that log2n is fully 3-constructable. Hence there is a 3-machine M 1 which first lays out some number of blocks of length log2n separated by the third symbol, say #, and then simulates M restricting itself to the indicated portion of tape, using the #'s now as markers and not letting them enter the computation. Thus, Ml's working tape can be considered to consist of some number of binary segments each of length log2n , and since ~I accepts in space T(n) log2n for each input of length n accepted by M 1 , there will be some accepting computation in which M 1 lays out exactly T(n) such segments.
A machine with a working tape of length log2n can be simulated by one which has two n space bounded counters whose only moves are add one, subtract one, add 0, multiply by 2 and divide by 2, and which can sense whether a counter is empty. This is discussed in and Greibach (1976a) and elsewhere. Hence, we can simulate M 1 by a machine which is allowed to have a variable number of n space bounded counters. We shall call such a machine a peculiar counter machine (pcm).
A peculiar counter machine has a read-only two-way input tape with endmarkers. It starts with two counters but can have more in a way to be described. These counters are considered to be strung out along a line so we can speak of adjacent counters and the leftmost counter and the rightmost counter. At any point in time exactly two counters are active. Depending on the pcm's state, input symbol scanned, and whether or not the two active counters are empty, the machine in one step can change state and move the input head one square left or right, and either move the activity pointer left or right or perform exactly one of the following operations to each counter: add 1, 0, or --1, multiply by 2, divide by 2. Moving the activity pointer right means the two counters become inactive and the next two counters to the right become active, and similarly moving left means the next two counters to the left become active; this corresponds to the Turing machine moving from one segment to another. If there are no more counters to the left or right then two new ones become activated, both empty, corresponding to a Turing machine moving off its tape and seeing a blank. If the pcm has input of length n and ever tries to increase any counter beyond n it blocks. The machine accepts when it reads its right input endmarker in an accepting state. A pcm accepts within C(n) counters if for each input of length n accepted there is an accepting computation for that input during which at most C(n) counters are activated.
Since M is a 2-machine accepting in space T(n)log2n , there is a pcm M 2 accepting L(M) within 2T(n) counters. We need only discuss how to simulate a 2T(n) counter bounded pcm with a reversal bounded regular-based preset Turing machine. As we have done for preset Turing machines, we can encode the possible transitions of pcm M 2 by sigma symbols forming some finite ~alphabet F, defining g(a), I(a), Q(a), and Q'(a) as before. Let #, A, B, E, 0, ¢, $, and X be new symbols; X will be used only for checking off so its role will not be mentioned
further. An ID string is any string y in #/~(0*{A, E}O*E)+BF(O*{A, E}0*E)*# such that the two sigma symbols are the same and the initial subring up to B contains exactly one A and the terminal substring after B contains exactly one A.
We can write y = #ylBy2#. If Yl = Y2, then y is proper. Let c(y) be the number of blocks of O's in y~ (or, equivalently the number of occurrences of A or E in 3'1). An ID string y is meant to encode an ID of M S except for the input head position. The sigma symbol gives complete information about the transition M~ is to perform in that ID, including state, input symbol scanned, input head motion, state change, and counter behavior. The number of counters is c(y). The contents of the c(y) counters are given by the length of the blocks of O's and A indicates which pair is active. The set R of ID strings is regular. The base language L~ of M contains all and only strings in ¢R+$ such that whenever a sigma symbol a is followed by one a', then the exit state of a is the entry state of a' (Q'(a) = Q(a')), the first ID string describes an initial ID of ]1//2, and the last describes an accepting ID of M S .
A string u in L~ is proper if each individual ID string is proper and, for any ID strings y and y', c(y) = c(y'); thus we encode a computation with all counters laid out to begin with. String u is input consistent for input x if Ms could actually follow the input head instructions in the sigma symbols, i.e., if the sigma symbols in u (excluding duplicates) are a s ,..., at from left to right and for each i, 
I(u,
i
.2. Let T(n) and S(n) be bounding functions with S(n) fully constructable, T(n -~ 1) = O(S(n)) and T(n) = o(S(n)). 9 Then and
VIS]T(T(n), REGL) C VISIT(S(n), REGL) REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) C REVERSAL(S(n), REGL).
Proof. We saw that VISIT(T(n), REGL) = NSPACE(T(n) log2n ) and VISIT(S(n), REGL) = NSPACE(S(n) log2n). The hypotheses obviously give us S(n) log2n fully constructable, T(n -k 1)log2(n + 1) = O(S(n)logan), T(n) logan = o(S(n) logan), and S(n) log2n ) log2n a.e. Hence by Corollary 4 of Seiferas, et al. (1973) , NSPACE(T(n) log2n) C NSPACE(S(n) log2n ). | We can also demonstrate the lack of a linear speedup theorem.
Here f(n) ~ o(g(n)) means lim(g(n)/f(n)) = c~.
On the other hand, NSPACE(n) = VISIT(n/log2n , REGL) while VISIT(n, REGL) ~ NSPACE(n iog2n ).
Hence if T(n) >/n a.e., NW'VISIT(T(n), REGL) C VlSlT(T(n), REGL).
By combining the proof techniques in Fischer (1969) with those of Lemma 4.3, one can show that NW. VISIT(T(n) , REGL) C NSPACE(T(n)(1 +log~(n/T(n)))).
On the other hand, standard simulations of linear bounded automata by stack automata (Ginsburg, et al., 1967) can be extended to show that, for T(n) <~ n a.e., T(n) space bounded Turing machines can be simulated by 1 + 2T(n) reversal bounded two-way checking automata. Thus one can establish the following proposition.
PROPOSITION. Let T(n) be a bounding function with T(n) ~ n a.e. Then
NSPACE(T(n)) _C NW.REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) _C NW'VISIT(T(n), REGL) _C NSPACE(T(n)(1 q-log2(n/T(n)))).
Combining again with results in Seiferas, et al., 1973) , one can show that off-line Turing machines (i.e., regular-based preset Turing machines) are more powerful than two-way checking automata (i.e., regular-based nonwriting preset Turing machines) even for less-than-linear bounds.
PROPOSITION Let T(n) be any fully constructable bounding function with either (1) r(n) >~ n/log2n a.e. or (2) T(n) <~ n a.e. and log2(n/T(n)) = o(log2n ).
Then NW.VISIT(T(n), REGL) C VISIT(T(n), REGL) and NW'REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) C REVERSAL(T(n), REGL).
CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
For nondeterministic off-line checking automata and off-line one working tape Turing machines the restrictions to finite visits or finite crossing sequences or finite reversals yield the same family of languages, namely, NSPACE(log2n ). The exact number of visits or crosses or reversals makes a difference; k ~ 2 reversals are more powerful than k reversals. Similar results hold for off-line preset Turing machines with nonregular bases. For example, finite visit automata with context-free bases yield the family of multihead pda languages which is also ~; for such machines k -]-1 visits are more powerful than k visits.
For arbitrary visit bounds one finds that within a linear factor, T(n) bounded visits, crossing sequences, or reversals yield the same classes for off-line one working tape Turing machines, namely, NSPACE(T(n)log2n ). Similar results hold for off-line preset Turing machines with nonregular bases. There is no linear speedup for finite visit automata, in the sense that more power is gained by increasing the number of visits or reversals allowed. There is no general speedup theorem for reversal bounds on off-line nondeterministic one working tape Turing machines--for "nice" bounding functions T(n) (fully constructable and T(n -~ 1) = O(T(n))), there is always a constant h > 1 such that kT(n) reversals yield more than T(n) reversals. Essentially this corresponds to the fact that, for "nice" T(n), increasing the number of symbols allowed on the working tape increases the power of the machine within the same space bound.
Unlike the finite bounds case, it does make a difference whether the machines involved can write on their working tape or are checking automata. For T(n) ~ n a.e., a T(n) reversal bounded off-line checking automaton is less powerful than a T(n) reversal bounded off-line Turing machine.
Some problems remain open. It is not clear whether the constants in the various theorems are optimal or are even necessary. For example, h visits can always be simulated:with k + 1 reversals. However, does one always need more reversals (i.e., sweeps) than visits ? Is k-REVERSAL(REGL) = k-VISIT(REGL) for any k >/2 ? Are the linear factors in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 optimal ?
Writing machines are more powerful than nonwriting for certain bounds T(n) on reversals or visits. What is the exact situation? We conjecture that NW.REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) ~ REVERSAL(T(n), REGL) for all T(n) >/ log2n. The situation below log2n is very unclear. Also, are nonconstant visit bounds and reversal bounds equivalent for checking automata as they are for off-line Turing machines ? The proofs for off-line Turing machines depend heavily on the ability to mark the working tape.
The on-line--i.e., one-way input tape--case is treated in Greibach (1976b) . The results are quite different--finite visits are more powerful than finite reversals (there are one-way checking automaton languages definable with three visits but no finite number of reversals); one-way regular-based finite visit automata are incomparable with one-way log2n space bounded Turing machines. The deterministic two-way case remains to be considered; as we noticed, "deterministic" preset Turing machines do not correspond to deterministic Turing machines. In particular, this is the one case for reversal bounds in which it remains open whether linear speedup holds; one conjectures that it does not. RECEIVED: September 3, 1976; REVISED: January 21, 1977 
